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ABSTRACT:
The lecture consists of six parts. Part 1 includes a few remarks to the reductionist approach
of ecology and early attempts of arborization in Germany. Part 2 addresses elements of an
open space theory in an urbanizing world of the twentyfirst century. The third part relates
to various meanings and ambivalent values attached to open space elements. Part 4 points
to garden culture and open space interests as political issues in democratically constituted
societies. In part 5 a number of examples are given in favor of garden culture and open
space development in Germany. Here I will especially refer to three planning levels of
activities in favor of garden culture and open space development. The lecture ends with
brief touches on such points as leisure, housification processes, uneven distribution of open
spaces, nativism, and genetically engineered plants.
I - A few remarks to the reductionist
approach of ecology and early attempts of
arborization in Germany
Many publications of the late twentieth
and early twentyfirst centuries popularize a
biological way of looking at the world. The
late twentieth century saw the introduction
of what then was called biosphere.
Characteristic for such views is that humans
and their spiritual, intellectual, and social
dimensions are not part of this reasoning
which quite often is called “ecological”. It
seems
not
surprising
then
to
see
representations of a city that claim to be
“e c o l o g i c a l ” a n d w h i c h a t t h e s a m e t i m e
almost completely neglect the manifold
human relations and achievements in a city.
As in late nineteenth century, some
ecologists of the late twentieth and early
twenty-first centuries view big cities as
elements which are destructive to what they
consider as nature. 1 If at all acceptable, then

to them big cities seem “tolerable” at best.
They seem to have difficulties to see any
constructive forces in big cities. Such views
are remarkable since there is a world-wide
trend to urbanization.
Against such ecologists’ views, the
people, who are the driving force behind this
trend, obviously prefer cities to those
“natural, ecologically intact” areas which
they have left because they hoped or knew
they would make a better living in the cities.
The neglect of the social, economic, and
political aspects of human development is a
cardinal mistake of the so-called ecological
point of view. This “ecological” view tries to
make believe, that the incredibly complex
processes of the civilization of several
hundred millions of people on this earth are
negligible. As if ecology had nothing to do
with civilisation. This I find remarkable.
How important it is to include the
social, political, and economic dimensions of
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human civilization must be obvious to all who
think of changing a situation from bad to good.
This refers to arborization also.
As early as 1821 Gustav VORHERR (17781847), an advocate of the arborization of the
territory of villages in Bavaria, had to learn that
his proposals were not followed since he had
not considered his fellow citizens views upon
this subject. 2
In the course of the nineteenth century
many city streets became arborized. For
example the city of Mannheim provided various
plans for the arborization of her streets. Another
meaningful early idea for the arborization was
the establishment of national tree nurseries
which would hand to all those citizens who were
willing to care for, trees at especially favorable
conditions. This was an idea which Peter Joseph
LENNÉ (1789-1866), 3 whom many consider the
ancestor of landscape architects in Germany,
had suggested in the early nineteenth century
already and which became implemented with
the establishment of a national tree nursery
and a school for the training of gardeners in
1823 in Prussia, and a superbly edited journal,
the “Transactions of the association for the
promotion of horticulture in the royal Prussian
s t a t e s ” (Verhandlungen des Vereins zur
Beförderung des Gartenbaus in den königlich
preussischen Staaten).
Once it is understood that changes can
not become effected on an individual basis but
need joined forces, need the formation of
coalitions, and a lot of political activity, then
the need for knowledge about human interests
is clear.

II - Towards an open space theory in an
urbanizing world of the twentyfirst century
Each discipline must try to establish a
theory if it wants to find a framework for the
results from various individual research
efforts. This is a far from easy task. It appears
that in the landscape architecture of the last
decades in Germany the term “ecology” often
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served to disguise the lack of a theory which
would enable to locate whatever “ecological”
results. A number of other disciplines, such as
medicine, musicology, chemistry, physics, 4 in
literature, and in art history, show more
theoretical reasoning than landscape
architecture. Nevertheless landscape planning
often claims to be the only discipline with an
ecological view as opposed to all the others.
With respect to Germany this is bizarre.
Until very recently there is a strong interest in
what has been called ‘land maintenance’
(Landespflege) by National Socialist landscape
planners. Some in Germany still have
difficulties to clearly depart from such positions
after the liberation from National Socialism 5
which happened fairly precisely 60 years ago.
So with respect to that landscape
planning in Germany still has not managed to
clearly depa rt from such National Socialist
leanings. In 2002 a conference in Berlin about
nature protection and National Socialism found
nothing wrong with nature protection and
National Socialism. 6 This is remarkable to the
extent that all high-ranking representatives of
nature protection were actively engaged in
National Socialist activities and had supported
racist and nationalistic thinking. 7
The social scientist Norbert ELIAS
(1897-1990), who thoroughly studied the
process of civilization, developed a meaningful
hypothesis. His research revealed that in the
course of civilization in European societies the
need to check emotions, passions, and
impulsivity became more and more significant. 8
In support of this hypothesis I think it will
become more and more meaningful for the
development of civilization to check
democratically how the different groups of a
society appropriate and dominate nature.
Within such a procedural framework paths may
open up towards a (garden) theory as part of
the issues of garden culture and open space
development in an urbanizing world of the
twentyfirst century.
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III - The various meanings and ambivalent
values attached to open space elements
For me the interest in urban arborization
belongs within the idea of garden culture and open
space development. Garden culture and open
space development are conscious and long-range
exchanges with non-human nature. As any other
human activities, garden and open space related
activities can become questioned how deliberate
and how far-reaching they have been conceived.
In this case I take it for granted that those
who comply with these standards by themselves
may ask others what they think about such
established rules. Garden culture and open space
development take off from a democratically
constituted state. Those who advocate it
understand that their interests compete with
other legitimate open-space-related interests in
a society. Respective activities must become
effected in a rational discourse. For the
implementation of their goals garden culture and
open space development explicitly apply results
from social science and art history research.
Garden culture and open space development
essentially embrace the socially mediated aspects
of the history, the design, and the use of gardens,
parks, and other open spaces.
This is different from an “ecologically”
oriented landscape planning which is based on
selectively applied scientific results only, and which
claims to act in the interest of a seemingly
objective “ecological” interest of “nature”. When
humans claim to plan in the interest of nature they
overlook that this is nothing else but one of many
other human interests. The nature which
antecedes human history and civilization is the
nature “which nowadays exists nowhere any
longer”, as Karl MARX (1818-1883), the German
social philosopher and chief theorist of socialism
and communism, has realized in the nineteenth
century already.9
So even non-human nature, such as soil,
water, air, also plants and animals, can only
become understood as a product of societal
exchange. Notions of “nature” are always shaped
by individual perception which is socially and
culturally mediated.
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In a recent research Uwe SCHNEIDER and
myself have shown how the perception of the
heath ‘
landscape’changed within the last century
or so.10 The heath is a fairly widespread kind of
vegetation in Europe. In a fairly complex process
its perception shifted from an almost despised
area in late nineteenth century Germany into a
most appreciated one in the course of the
twentieth century.
These changes were far from “natural”.
Literature,
painting,
plant
geography,
photography, landscape architecture, racist
ideology, tourism, psychology, and many other
aspects were involved. We know of many such
changes which for whatever reasons have not
been particularly well researched with respect to
garden culture and open space development. This
includes the shifting preferences for certain types
of landscapes as well as those for plants.
With respect to landscapes, the ‘
Alps’
, and
with respect to plants, the ‘
tulips’
, are two more
examples for such shifts in perception. It is well
established how the Alps turned into a major
tourist attraction in the course of the twentieth
century, and how crazy people were after tulips,
especially in the Netherlands, some centuries ago.
This also holds true for the notion of
landscape, an equally woolly and special
category.11 The wooliness of the category turns
even worse when it is used in word combinations
such as landscape ecology and landscape
architecture, as if to lend ecology and the
architecture which it feels related to, a status of
eternity and of timelessness. However, the
perception of ‘
landscape’never was and never
will be stable.
Landscape
ecologists,
landscape
planners, and others who believe they can make
a contribution to improve the open space situation
of other people, should, wherever they may
work, try to understand the meaning of open
space for various groups of the population. For
professional standing it may prove helpful to be
aware of the meanings oneself has attached to
various open spaces and elements of open
spaces, such as trees for example, in the course
of one’
s own life.
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As research shows it is wise to be
modest with assumptions about the interest,
the use, the appreciation of the design, and of
the history of open spaces as well as the
knowledge about plants, soil, water, air, and
many other factors, let alone their
interrelatedness.
Qualities and quantities of open space
may become appreciated fairly different in
various social and cultural situations. However,
to be able to discover such variations, to
address them from a social scientist, a designer,
and a user perspective is a meaningful activity
of garden culture. To some extent, and in some
countries, one can even refer to empirically
researched material.
For a number of years in the mid 1970s
many people associated in groups and called
themselves ‘
Buergerinitiative’
, citizens’initiative,
in Germany. These groups quite frequently
voiced their interest in higher quantitative and
higher qualitative standards of open spaces not
only in the cities but in rural areas also.
Over the years out of these citizens’
initiatives a “green” movement formed which
after a while also took part in those partypolitical processes known as democracy. There,
for the first time since the Weimar Republic, the
meaning of open spaces was made a matter of
public interest again. This formation took place
in large cities and in urban agglomerations. In
such places the number of votes in democratic
elections became large enough to first influence
open space politics on local, later, in the early
1980s, also on state and federal levels.
Not surprisingly some of the interests
voiced, went beyond what others felt they could
bear. More often than not this related to rural
areas with an agricultural background. Here the
eco-urbanites were sometimes met with
considerable resistance if not hostility.
Although the so-called environmental
awareness gained considerable popularity in the
1980s, it seems characteristic for many ecourbanites that they share a fairly ambivalent
relation to non-human nature as it is still present
in some of the more remote areas in their
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countries. They tend to overlook that even
agriculture, which many consider a kind of preindustrial activity, has become completely
industrialized. So increasing numbers of people
have to realize that the long-standing tendency
towards urbanization and industrialization,
which they propel by their various activities, also
encompasses agriculture. Here they seem to
become aware of a discrepancy.
The open-space-nature which they have
been shown at schools and in art museums as
‘
landscapes’ of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries in paintings and in literature differs
strongly from the industrialized agricultural
areas next to the cities in which these urbanites
lead relatively comfortable lives.
Some voice this experience of
discrepancy in public. This is one side of the
relationship to non-human nature. From here
one could approach an idea to create a paradise.
Nevertheless Christians know that they have
been driven from paradise a long time ago.
Some may reflect their own distance from what
they consider nature and may realize that this
nature will for ever remain beyond their reach.
The best they can do is dream it up, write about
it, compose it, put it on stage, paint it, or worship
it. Some may have realized that there is no way
to paradise, and some may even reject the idea
to ever be in a paradise. Most of us are not
interested to live in real nature. From our history
of civilization and urbanization we have learned
that we are much better off if we perceive this
non-human nature selectively, and only if it is
prepared for our ways of perception and
experience.
So “close to nature” is a fairly inept
category if one wants to locate garden culture
and open space development within the
framework of social and political activities. What
everyone can do is to try to locate herself or
himself in a way which allows to see and reflect
the changes in the perception of “nature” which
accompany her or his life with respect to the
various attempts to get a sense of the kind of
nature appropriation considered necessary,
both for spiritual and material enjoyment.
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When I try to imagine what the
twentyfirst century may have in store for garden
culture, then it may not be a long way to go to
design your own flowers, shrubs, and trees.
What consequences this will have I do not
know. However, I think it would be wise for those
interested in garden culture and open space
development to start thinking about such issues.
As I have just indicated there never was and
there never will be an unchanging position. Thus
trying to make sense I understand garden
culture and open space development as part of
an approach to democracy.
IV - Garden culture and open space interests
as political issues in democratically
constituted societies
Although I have been explicit about the
relative social and political meaning of garden
culture and open space development there is a
host of related tasks for the urbanizing societies
of the twentyfirst century. Garden culture and
open space development can participate in the
ongoing process of civilization and urbanization.
However, it is necessary to soberly assess the
role this field can play on the various stages.
Two points seem of outstanding
significance. First of all I deem it more important
to talk to people, find out about their interests,
and to offer assistance, than to commission
another ecological analysis or another
biodiversity study. Second, it is more important
to apply scientifically proven results and artistic
creativity, than to conjure mystic ideas about
gardens and landscapes.
As the ‘Kleingarten’ movement in
Germany proves since more than one hundred
years, gardening in an association is a powerful
political and social facet of urban garden
culture. 12 At a recent conference in Berlin,
Germany,13 representatives from as far away as
Japan, Bangladesh, Russia, the United States
of America, and a number of other places, have
shown that there are many countries around
the world where similar interests as those in
the ‘Kleingarten’-movement in Germany are
voiced.
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In Japan e.g., where many Europeans,
and may be many of you Brazilians also, tend to
think there is no space at all for gardening, quite
a number of ‘Kleingarten’ sites have been
established in recent years. Not the least the
growing interest in these matters in Japan’s
largely urbanized society is reflected in a new
journal, The Journal of the Japanese Society of
People-Plant Relationships, which has been
launched in 2001.14 And more than that, as one
of the few countries around the world, the
Japanese democracy has produced two laws
which rule allotment gardening in this nation.
Last year when I participated in the VII
Congress on Urban Arborization in Belem, Pará,
I learned of a study which addressed the garden
needs of the urban poor in Belém.15 However, in
many instances, the overall social, political, and
economical dimensions are not (yet) understood
appropriately.
In Japan, and in many other places
around the world some trees in the cities are
visibly worshipped.
To enjoy garden culture, which includes
trees and other open space related elements
in an urban environment needs the articulation
of such interests in the various political bodies
of the communities, the counties, the states, and
the nation. Such interests also need to be
integrated into party-political programs in order
to become effective in democratically
constituted societies. 16
Ideas about garden culture and open
space development should not become
presented entirely independent from other
issues or even as a kind of martyr program, at
least not in the public sector. For example those
who are actively providing open space for
garden culture, for childrens’playgrounds, for
trees, etc., can and should join talks about crime
prevention in urban environments. If they do
not, the social and cultural values they associate
with various kinds of open space elements will
not be known to politicians and other decision
makers.
Instead of “ecological” ethics social
practice is asked for in garden culture and open
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space planning.17 Next to talking, to provide both
written and designed plans on various levels of
political decision making is an important tool.
V - Examples of planning activities in favor of
garden culture and open space development
in Germany
The planning levels on which activities
in favor of garden culture and open space
development can take place in Germany I have
compiled in a table which I have called “Scheme
of Open Space Plans”.
Without to explain this in detail I want
to point to three levels of planning which seem
appropriate in democratically constituted
societies to tackle urban open space planning
issues. These levels themselves are not
separated so sharply from each other as the
scheme might suggest. Level one refers to the
open space system in a region or a city. Another
level is the open space structure in a city or a
smaller political unit. Level three relates to the
open space infrastructure, that are the elements
which shape a given open space.
In one way these plans relate to the
invention of land use planning in the late
nineteenth century in Germany.18 In another way
they are a far cry from the late nineteenth
century plans since such plans have become
more and more refined.
If one wants to arborize urban areas or
if one wants to create parks and other
recreation areas, then such ideas must become
incorporated into the various planning levels.
This includes the neighborhoods, the
communities, the counties, the states, and the
nation as a whole. And as world-wide
integration increases, it encompasses also the
corresponding political programs on Southamerican, European, and ultimately world levels.
19

Those who consciously follow the goal
to establish open space elements in order to
enhance
pleasure
and
environmental
enjoyment, who successfully want to secure
open spaces for recreation and nature
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protection, need to present their views in
opinions, plans, and suggestions to the
representatives of federal and state diets, to
the members of community councils and various
other boards involved in decision making, and
to their commissions.
So, for example, since 2001 the city of
Bremen implemented her open space policy
along the lines of what it has called the ‘
Green
Net Bremen’
. For all of the 19 boroughs the
existing green net which encompasses green
areas, parks, allotment gardens, cemeteries,
track- and field areas, urban squares, and green
connections is registered and evaluated on a
scale of 1:5000. Deficits are analysed, in order
to develop planning proposals for the open
space development of the boroughs. Other, than
with many ‘
conventional’plans the open space
users deliberately participate in these
processes. In many rounds of experts on site
the heads of the local authorities, the borough
politicians, landscape architects and city
plannners, heads of the local garden
departments, and representatives from citizens’
initiatives meet in order to accompany the
project”.20
For Munich the architect LAUX developed
an ‘
Open System’in the early twentyfirst century
which in an exemplary way builds upon the idea
of an open space system. The net of open
spaces in LAUX’‘
Open System’does not restrict
itself to green structures only. However, it includes
all categories of open spaces. Next to regionally
meaningful open space structures which some
may call ‘
landscape’
, and green connections of a
higher order, significant infrastructure supplements
the system. In what is called the Munich North,
Münchner Norden, this encompasses track and
field areas, agriculture, gardens and green zones
such as the Isar flood plains and the English
Garden, the trails for the S-Bahn, the Isar canal,
and many major arteries. In this way open space
planning turns into an instrument which allows to
check the development of various kinds of open
spaces. It works as part of a net structure and a
stable system of order which can become
enlarged. Building is subordinated to this open
system”.21
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A comparable open space development
plan, and one which could well be worth serious
consideration for São Paulo is what has been
named the “Master Plan Emscher Landscape
Park”, Masterplan Emscher Landschaftspark,
2010. This plan is more like a framework for
future action which serves as a basis for local
decisions within a regional context. The goal of
this open space plan is “shrewd management”,
“intelligente Steuerung”, of the development in
a fairly large area which, if there is a chance at
all to compare any region in Germany, may be
compared to the area of São Paulo. This plan
was commissioned in summer 2002 and at
present is on the table for the seventeen cities,
the two counties (Landkreise), the three
governmental districts (Regierungsbezirken),
the Emscher associates and Lippe Association
(Emschergenossenschaft / Lippeverband), the
Rhuhr area association of communities
(Kommunalverband Ruhrgebiet), and the state
of Northrhine-Westfalia (Land NordrheinWestfalen) to pass as a resolution. It follows a
longstanding tradition of open space planning
in this region 22 which has been established by
the “Ruhr area settlement association”,
Ruhrsiedlungsverband, during the first period of
democracy in Germany in the 1920s. The goals
of this open space plan are:
- to reach consensus about centers of
development within the Emscher region,
- to agree upon the dimensions of the
new Emscher valley as the leading project,
- the integration of the restruction of the
river and the construction of the park,
- active integration of agriculture into the
construction of the park and in ist maintenance,
- continuity and development of
successful centers such as culture of industry
and nature, new parks, as well as landmarks
and landmark art,
- the appropriation of the urban
landscape and the development of new ways
of perception via art
- the further development of the
infrastructure of the park and the information
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about the park,
- the care and the maintenance of the
park,
- the financial basis of the park,
- an obligatory agreement for the
development of the park in the years to come
between all participating institutions. 23
From these examples it is obvious that
to foster and to heed such ideas in private
chambers or away from democratic institutions
leads nowhere. Time and again there is the need
of early and comprehensive information of those
who are supposed to profit from such planning.
When for example, the new nature protection
law of the Federal Republic of Germany demands
to create “a biotope-net-system for ten percent
of the territory at least”24 and the owners of
the land know nothing about this, then conflict
is programmed. 25
VI - A very brief look at other meaningful
issues in garden culture and open space
development, such as leisure, housification
processes, uneven distribution of open spaces,
nativism, and genetically engineered plants
Many more points seem important for the
future of garden culture and open space
development as part of urban civilisation. In
concluding I will only very briefly address some
of these.
Although exchanges about the increasing
amounts of leisure were quite popular in the
1960s and 1970s in Germany and elsewhere in
Europe, the assumption that leisure will
increase seems questionable in many instances.
As a concomitant to this debate, the use
of open space needs to be reflected also. Will it
increase or will it decrease or will it be a more
or less stable variable?
At least with respect to the interest to
have a place near the water, and enjoy some
music not much seems to have changed within
the last century or so in Germany, and I assume
in Brasil also. Also it appears as if during the
twentieth century open space related interests
have increased rather than decreased.
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However, one can also assume that a
number of once self evident open space
activities tend to become located in buildings.
This process is known as the housification of
open space activities. This relates for example
to activities such as soccer, climbing, swimming,
tennis. It can relate to trees also. The process
of housification also relates to the crystal
palaces in which we care for some of the plants
and animals which can not stand the local
climate. And last but not least this process also
affects one of the major activities of humans at
the beginning of the twentyfirst century,
shopping in shopping malls where you can find
arborization also.
When the nuclear power plant in
Chernobyl, Russia, blew up in spring 1986 not
only the idea to use open space for the sake of
enjoyment and health but also the idea to grow
food outdoors was severely shaken in many
European countries, including Germany. When
in spring 2000 the major nuclear powers of the
world agreed to stop the production of nuclear
weapons this was a first step to a needed ban
of this mad technology. It will still be a long way
before the final agreement will be reached.
Nevertheless I think it was mainly due to the
interest of many people, voiced through the
environmental movement, to enjoy recreation
in,
and
fruit
and
vegetables
from,
uncontaminated outdoors, which enforced this
agreement.
I find it strange to read in contemporary
open space plans more and more information
about the frequency of butterflies and other
insects as well as certain plant species in a given
location than about the quality and quantity of
various open spaces which people can enjoy in
a city. Do we talk so much about insects and
plants because we have given up hope with
humans? Other open space categories such as
open spaces in residential areas seem to be
completely neglected. At the same time the
unequal distribution of open space is easily
visible in the cities. This is not a law of nature.
It is man-made.
To address such unequal distribution of
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open space is a meaningful task of open space
planning. 26 Shall the situation become worse,
shall it become stabilized, or shall it become
improved? What then does that mean for the
use and the design of the open spaces? To me,
answers to these questions seem more relevant
than the ubiquitous hints towards endangered
plant and animal species.
If what I have called the ambivalent
relationship of humans to non-human nature,
is valid, then it should be clear that the vast
majority of us have no interest to return to a
pre-industrial, nineteenth-or-even-eighteenthcentury-agricultural way of existence. Then
garden culture and open space planning should
have a closer look at such mediated nature
appropriation and its impact. Also the goals
which garden culture and open space planning
feel obliged to and how they relate to other
goals in a society should become a matter of
public debate.
Should the amount of open space in a
city become reduced to the lowest quality and
smallest quantity? Should all of a city become a
nature protection area? Should all available
open spaces become developed for industrial
and commercial activities? Who should decide
about such issues?
Plans, designs for, and histories of parks
and gardens and other open spaces should
attempt to bring into public debate those values
which encourage to stay outdoors. This is a vast
field which has only marginally been ploughed.
As long as millions are spent for the
mapping of plant and animal species only, and
not for urgently needed research into the everchanging needs and interests of people, the
basis of landscape plans lacks the most
important part.
Strange as it may appear, quite
frequently the open space related interests fight
each other. One example is the fight for more
funds and publicity against other interests.
Charles R. JORDAN, the dynamic director of Parks
and Recreation in Portland, Oregon, is not afraid
to talk about a “war” which the American
National Parks wage against the parks in the
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cities and the big agglomerations. JORDAN found
that in the United States of America ninety
percent of the state money became invested
into the national parks which only ten percent
of the population visit. Whereas only ten
percent of these funds are supplied for state
parks and urban parks which are frequented by
ninety percent of the population. 27
Another example is the fight between
those who believe the use of so-called “native”
plant species must become enforced against
those who use so-called “non-native” plants.
This fight is not new.28 It has shown up several
times during the last one hundred years or so
in Germany. Especially within the last two
decades the stupidity of the case seems as
attractive as ever.29
On a larger scale such absurd distinction
between “native” and “non-native” even made
its way into international literature. Siegfried
LENZ, a well known German writer, addressed
this issue of nativism and the consequences of
such a “national” ecology in his novel ‘The
30
Training Ground’
such. During the time of the
old Federal Republic of Germany, the Schleswigholsteinian tree nursery owner Zeller who had
fled from East Prussia after World War Two,
burned 100.000 young oak trees in front of the
town hall of the community he lived in, out of
disrespect for a ministerial order. He had raised
the trees from a mixture of German and
Romanian seed. The reason for his behavior is
explained such:”A directive has come from the
ministry. They’d worked out some new
regulations, back there in the ministry, and in
order to make them stick, had also dug out some
older regulations ... they were the rottenest
regulations imaginable: they laid down that all
trees must come from German seed, otherwise
they were not to be sold. A pedigree, Bruno just
think of that: these experts are demanding a
pedigree for each single plant, that’s what
they’
ve worked out back there in their chambers;
they want only German seed sown in German
soil. All we need now is for them to stipulate
German cowshit as manure”.. 31 The main
character in LENZ’novel concluded: “Never trust
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anyone who preaches genuineness and purity
... The apostles of purity bring us nothing but
desaster”.32
The more recent invention of genetically
engineered plants and the increasingly
industrialized production of plants may provoke
similar reactions. In many instances, I think, it
would be wiser for those who still share an
interest in plants to join forces rather than to
fight in such side-shows of nativism.
Planning and designing open spaces is
nothing else but a kind of interest
representation and thus needs to be part of a
political process in a democracy. On the other
hand ecologists, planners, and designers should
not believe they are politicians simply because
they have understood that they are part of
political processes.
Especially as a conscious participant in
the political processes one should be clear about
their complexity which sometimes may make it
difficult not to loose track of the goal. However,
this should not detract from asking questions
and seeking for answers which allow to reach
the stated goals of garden culture and open
space development. That is basically different
from waiting for the questions from politicians,
then answer them, and then name the
instruments by which to reach best the goals of
the politicians.
Whenever activities of garden culture
and open space development take place, they
have to take into account the social situation
and the economic and spatial conditions if they
want to succeed. Such goals and claims have to
be presented and discussed in the context of
the ruling ideas about a social state, equal
opportunities
for
all,
social
justice,
constitutionally guaranteed social rights for all,
free selection of profession, right for education,
free education, free commercial activity and so
on. Social, economic, political, and spatial
conditions change and are can be changed.
Those interested in garden culture and open
space development should make suggestions.
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